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abstract:
architects have the capacity to make
invaluable connections between the
present and the past - connections
which can potentially fortify and
enrich contemporary culture. carefully considered subtle and substantial interventions can infuse seemingly defunct existent constructions
with a new vitality and provide the
contemporary world with a rich and
intricate new architecture.
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but i say to you that when you work
you fulfill a part of the earth’s furthest dream, assigned to you when
that dream was born,
and in keeping yourself with labour
you are in truth loving life,
and to love life through labour is
to be intimate with life’s inmost secret....
and what is it to work with love?
it is to weave the cloth with threads
drawn from your heart, even as if
your beloved were to wear that
cloth.
it is to build a house with affection, even as if your beloved were
to dwell in that house.
it is to sow seeds with tenderness
and reap the harvest with joy, even
as if your beloved were to eat the
fruit.
it is to charge all things you fashion with a breath of your own spirit,
and to know that all the blessed
dead are standing about you and
watching.
-kahlil gibran, the prophet

`
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the precedents

while individuality is intrinsic, in many ways human beings are the products of their surroundings and their experiences. we draw upon the trials and triumphs of
our pasts and we find ways to transform memories and acquisitions into clues about the present and preparation for the future. and we constantly evaluate our
situations to ensure that what we are gaining therein will fortify us for the days ahead.
through my years and my travels, i’ve recognized certain figures and phenomena with which i strongly identify. a thorough representation of these would be
impossible, and the following is merely a limited selection made in an attempt to demonstrate the cultural foundation of my convictions.

at significant turns of events, ralph waldo emerson repeatedly reminds me
that i can have faith in my own intuition.
To believe your own thought, to believe that what is true for you in your private
heart is true for all men, that is genius. Speak your latent conviction, and it
shall be the universal sense; for the inmost in due time becomes the outmost,
and our first thought is rendered back to us by the trumpets of the Last Judgment. Familiar as the voice of the mind is to each, the highest merit we ascribe
to Moses, Plato, and Milton is that they set at naught books and traditions,
and spoke not what men but what they thought. -from Self-Reliance

my maternal grandparents raised nine children
on the banks of the broad river, about 25 miles
east of asheville, north carolina. their house is
the cradle of my personal history, and from my
grandmother i have learned a love of mountains,
simplicity, and memory.

´ had the great fortune to live in an amazing city at the height of its cultural promiandre´ kertesz
nence, and still he transcended the majority of his contemporaries in his ability to capture and
elevate the essence of a moment through photography. there is life in his work that will go on
forever. he and other photographers, like julia margaret cameron, henri cartier-bresson, and
alfred stieglitz have encouraged me to drink in the beauty and the ironies that this world offers,
because more often than not, they are ephemeral.

4

william morris defended the belief that all men can benefit from art. moreover, he asserted that art should pervade our environment and could be created by anyone. his
designs convey an appreciation of the practical and a sense of the sublime combined with an extraordinary social conscience.
[Architecture is] above all an art of association...the true democratic art, the child of the man-inhabited earth, the expression of the life of man thereon...that
which springs direct from popular impulse, from the partnership of all men...of each one of us, who must keep watch and word over the fairness of the earth....
Unless you are resolved to have good and rational architecture, it is once again useless your thinking about art at all.1
from books to weavings, to stained glass and furniture, the products of his workshop radiate the strength of human commitment to the genuine.

foremost among the living architects from whom i seek guidance would be w. g. clark. he seems to operate with a great respect for history and nature, and without a sense
of contrivance or over-analysis of the theoretical. i believe that the products of his intentions, both in words and in deeds, are some of the finest architectural contributions that have been made to our world in the last 50 years.
We want our habitats and artifacts to become part of the place and to substantiate our wish to belong. We want our things, like those of the civilizations we admire,
to form an allegiance with the land so strong that our existence is seen as an act of adoration, not an act of ruin. We are only happy where this occurs, where we have
managed to make something to replace what we have taken. Always, we must start from that initial, crucial, puzzling recognition: that we are seeking justification
through deference - and failing that, through economy and respectful use.2
i like to think that those principles are applicable in some sense, not only to the relationship between the natural and the built, but also to the one between the existent
and the new in architecture. that we can and should fully evaluate what is here before we raze it and replace it with temporary appeasements.
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andre´ malraux was the first french minister of culture, serving in office from 1955 to 1965. he sought to share the best of mankind’s work with all of the french
population, regardless of class. he said that “like the right to schools, people have a right to theaters and museums.”3 he defined culture in many ways, but on one
occasion, he said that culture “would seem, first and foremost, to be the knowledge of what makes man something other than an accident of the universe, be it by
deepening his harmony with the world or by the lucid consciousness of his revolt from it.”4

the shakers’ work bespeaks a love of simplicity and truth. while worldly splendor was not a high priority in their society, their legacy provides proof that when a mind
sincerely intends to create what is most practical and honest, he stands a good chance of making something beautiful.

i revel in the conviction that the artistic and the quotidian must intermingle. on countless occasions i have trod upon the original miro´ mosaic which adorns the ramblas
in barcelona. rather than becoming less and less sensitive to its presence, my appreciation of its supporting role in the drama of that fine avenue grew, and i now consider
it a worthy example of those instances in our physical world when an infusion of the artistic serves to heighten the quality of daily life.
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the principles

there is an indescribable vitality in those rare moments when disparate cultures and times and ideas achieve some degree of synchronicity. sometimes these moments are
fairly obvious, as when, in 1995, the western world celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of d-day in normandy. and sometimes they occur more quietly , as when we find
our parents’ initials carved in an old tree at grandmother’s house or we finally grasp the significance of a major theme in hamlet.
i proffer that within these coincidental moments lies the realm of Life, and that there is a nearly infinite limit to which we can profit from them, if only we make the effort
to appreciate their offerings.
If the Greek philosophers had met the prophets, what would
they have had to exchange, other than insults? Before Plato
could meet Christ, Montaigne had to be born. But for
Montaigne’s thought to be born, Christ’s meeting with Plato
had to be possible. 5
- Andre´ Malraux
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as travelers through this world we are in constant contact with things material. the relationships we forge with the components of our environment are integral to the
styles of our lives, and on a grander scale, to the quality of our society. in the final years of the twentieth century, the general concepts of what is “valuable” and what is
“refuse” both fascinate and disturb. much of what is hailed as revolutionary and desirable seems to ring with an undertone of unhealthiness due to either unnatural
origins or aesthetic emptiness or both, while much of what is razed and cast off as the dregs of history resonates with hints of the finest human relations to the tangible.
as architects, we naturally strive to discriminate among material objects. this is a crucial responsiblitiy, and it is best carried out in the light cast by an understanding of
the histories and cultures in question. our positions are often more temporary than the effects our decisions have on the world around us.
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a natural characteristic of history is the process by which one generation bestows its creations, both tangible and ideal, upon the next. in seeking its identity, a new
generation relies heavily on the advice of predecessors, garnered through contact with their creations. as cultured members of a well-intentioned society, we have a
responsibility greater than we may realize to credit our forebears for providing us with an ideological foundation upon which to construct our own systems of belief.
likewise as architects, we must assess our built inheritance and determine how most efficaciously to utilize it.
from our standpoint in time, we can weave together fragments of history and produce an intricate newness, worthy of consideration in itself.
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there is a trail in burgundy, lined by foxgloves and pines, which was cleared in the middle ages. it leads to santiago de compostela, and the ghosts of a hundred-thousand
anxious pilgrims present themselves faintly to us now, as we lightheartedly venture through the woods on a saturday morning.
grandmother’s favorite chair retains an element of the lady, long after she herself has gone. the liberty bell in philadelphia never actually rang for anything phenomenal,
yet it has long embodied a sense of the freedom and pride that america has most brazenly defended for centuries.
material permanence is a difficult concept to address. nothing lasts forever - the basic structure of the basilica at assisi was recently destroyed, and, more happily but no
less poignantly, the wall in berlin is now reduced to thousands of souvenir-sized fragments scattered all over the globe. no longer will the power of these edifices be felt
by passersby. yet the human psyche naturally hungers for the stability which can be garnered from dependability in the things among which we conduct our affairs. who
is unaffected when his elementary school gets torn down? we unwittingly invest pieces of ourselves in the walls and trees that gradually become characters in our lives.
historical architecture need not be unquestioningly preserved and revered, yet there is a sense of dignity present in the aged which demands our attention and respect a depth of substance which can lend a heightened quality to our lives if we make careful decisions regarding its position in the present tense.
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the context

it seemed natural for me to choose a project in asheville, north carolina. my maternal lineage derives from there, and aside from that, i am genuinely drawn to the vitality
which springs from the depths of the blue ridge mountains. the landscape continues to inspire the minds of the inhabitants, and the arts are an integral facet of the town’s
character. one of my favorite writers, thomas wolfe, grew up there, and i remember the first time i read his book, look homeward, angel. i was sitting on a beach in
northeastern brazil, and for the first time in my life, i began to really appreciate the mountains and the people he was writing about. asheville is built upon a fascinating
mix of vanderbilt opulence and pioneer pride.
it’s a very pretty city. the parkway goes right through the area, and the center of town is gracefully recovering from the neglect it suffered in the sixties and seventies.
luckily many of the older buildings remain, and the population seems to have an unusual amount of concern for their surroundings. a relatively large percentage of the
residents live in the center of town, and the demand for downtown housing remains high.
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The town of Altamont had been settled soon after the Revolutionary
War. It had been a convenient stopping-off place for cattledrivers
and farmers in their swing eastward from Tennessee into South Carolina. And, for several decades before the Civil war, it had enjoyed
the summer patronage of fashionable people from Charleston and
the plantations of the hot South. When Oliver first came to it it had
begun to get some reputation not only as a summer resort, but as a
sanitarium for tuberculars. Several rich men from the North had
established hunting lodges in the hills, and one of them had bought
huge areas of mountain land and with an army of imported architects, carpenters, and masons, was planning the greatest country estate in America - something in limestone, with pitched slate roofs
and one hundred and eighty-three rooms. It was modelled on the
ˆ
chateau
at Blois. There was also a vast new hotel, a sumptuous
wooden barn, rambling comfortably upon the summit of a commanding hill.
But most of the population was still native, recruited from the hill
and country people in the surrounding districts. They were ScotchIrish mountaineers, rugged, provincial, intelligent, and industrious.

- Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward, Angel, 1929
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the heart of the city is pack square, site of an old cherokee crossroads. visible in the
upper right of this aerial photo, the plaza is now named in honor of a prime contributor to the early development of the city, george willis pack. the tall monument is
dedicated to zebulon vance, an asheville-native civil war governor with union sympathies.
although the city center began suffening in the fifties, when busineses moved to outlying malls and shopping centers, an impressive revitalization has taken place in the last
fifteen years. specialty stores and restaurants and coffee shops are abundant, and a
growing number of people actually reside downtown. impressively, the rogers plumbing building is one of the few remaining reminders of those years when the core of the
city languished.

w

e

located a couple blocks south of pack square, the building sits amidst art galleries, a
vintage theatre, bars, and a bakery. to the east, the mountains rise proudly. the setting
beckons human occupation.
s
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the existent

52 biltmore avenue was initially constructed in the 1890’2 as a luxury hotel. it changed hands several times, and a 1912 newspaper article hails it as the newly renovated
“oxford ... a most desirable stopping place for ladies and gentlemen who wish a high class hotel without having to pay exorbitant prices.”6 the original facade was
removed in the early twenties, when a furniture salesman took oer. the showroom layout, including mock kitchens and bedrooms, remains evident to this day on the
building’s third floor. in the early seventies, rogers plumbing moved in, and although business isn’t what it used to be in the days before suburban discount warehouses,
it still operates from the ground floor.
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thi building is not of the type that one would instantly deem worthy of preservation. the altered facade is
virtually devoid of detail, and the proportions of its elements are fairly unremarkable. inside, with most of
the windows boarded up, and utilities kept to a bare minimum, the space is dismal and uncomfortable. yet
there remains a vitality in the structure, a sense of strengty in the original stone foundation and original side
and rear walls, and a substance of construction which is ever more valuable and rare in these final years of the
twentieth century. after a little consideration, the potential of this simple column-beam relic begins to surface.
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basement

first floor

second floor

existing plans
1” = 30’
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third floor (furniture showrooms)

fourth floor

longitudinal section (existent)
1” = 20’
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the recognized

in this project, the building is converted to accommodate six apartments, a
small cafe, a garage, and a museum.
essentially, the existent structure is isolated and clarified, and any necessary spatial divisions are made independently, so that the primary columns and beams
which support the original structure are exposed throughout the building.
the existent columns are replaced with recycled columns, conceivably salvaged
from an old warehouse in the region.
a simple lightwell is introduced, as well as two stair cases - one the main fire
escape and the other an auxiliary open-air vertical access.
excepting the party wall on the north side, whose masonry structure will remain
exposed, the exterior walls are insulated by the interior addition of a new light
steel frame wall, with a plaster finish.
the intention is that high quality and principally natural new materials will be
used as needed in conjunction with available architectural salvage, as present
and past are integrated into a comfortable, practical, and useful new place.

interior wall section (first floor, between apartment entry vestibule and museum)
3/8” = 1’
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1. street entry 2. museum 3. apartment 4. lightwell 5. cafe´ 6. garage

longitudinal section
1” = 15’
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plan of the first floor
1” = 20’
1. black mountain college museum 2. entry vestibule for the apartments upstairs 3. lightwell courtyard 4. auxiliary, open-air fire escape
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perspective sketch of the entry vestibule for the apartments
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for twenty-four years, beginning in 1933, the black mountain college operated in the hills about fifteen miles northeast of asheville. a disgruntled professor from rollins
college had set out to challenge the accepted norms of higher education, and what began as a rebellious experiment resulted in an unparallelled academic ambience.
minds the likes of josef albers and walter gropius gathered at the pastoral site for the purpose of engendering in their select students an appreciation of life through liberal
education.
The one idea most commonly agreed upon was that “living” and “learning” should be intertwined. Education should proceed everywhere, not only in classroom
settings - which in fact, at least as usually structured are among the worst learning environments imaginable. A favorite slogan at Black Mountain was that “as much
real education took place over the coffee cups as in the classrooms.”7
presently only a fraction of the documentation regarding the college is housed in asheville, and the majority is kept in the state capital, raleigh. the idea behind the
proposed museum on the ground floor of the rogers plumbing building is that it would be an adequate and appropriate venue through which to share memories of the
phenomenal school.
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perspective sketch of the museum
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the lightwell
(floor/drainage detail: 3/8” = 1’)
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basement plan
1” = 20’
1. parking area for apartment residents 2. storage/laundry rooms for apartment residents and/or museum/cafe´ 3. museum cafe´ 4. principal fire escape exit
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interior elevation in the basement cafe´
1” = 3’
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plan of the second floor
(with one possible apartment scheme)

1”= 20’
1. entry from elevator 2. kitchen area 3. bathroom 4. sleeping area 5. shelving/storage partitions 6. artist’s studio
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the three upper floors will contain six fairly large apartments. from the elevator, one enters a small vestibule which
overlooks the lightwell courtyard. upon entry into the apartment, one is faced with a broad open space schematically
divided by two rows of columns. the possiblilties for personal accommodation through interior adjustments are endless, and the following pages illustrate just one solution,

apartment interior, perspective sketch
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view from kitchen
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view into bathroom, showing the partial walls which allow for
privacy without breaking up the clean expanse of the space
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a horizontal aluminum awning is attached to the storefront between the main windows and the
transom, and suspended by chains from four insets at the top of the facade. glass and ironwork
are inlaid at regular intervals and allow light to filter through and create patterns in shadow.

street facade
1” = 15’
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detail of the facade construction
3/8” = 1’
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while the replacement windows on the facade are wooden, steel framed casement models are used on the older south and west elevations. they are inserted at the point
in the wall section where the original wall meets the new insulating wall, and they can be opened toward the interior to allow access to the ample sill.
the main fire stairway is enclosed on the north side of the building, with its ultimate exit at the rear of the basement, and an auxiliary fire escape is open to the elements
on the opposite side of the building. the access to the auxiliary escape allows for appreciation of the southern view from a small porch space. ironwork provides a means
of safeguarding the building’s inhabitants while minimally disturbing communion with the outside world.
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south elevation, showing ironwork in the windows of the open air fire escape, vehicle entrance to the garage, and doors to the basement cafe´
1” = 15’
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window section
1/2” = 1’
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looking south
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personal tenets: cultivate individual expression. hide not the effects of your hands. promote dignity among craftsmen. infuse daily life with hints of the transcendental. some things aren’t meant to be made permanent - appreciate the present tense. celebrate your geographically distinct culture. balance innovation with a respect
for the past. a good building will spring only from sincerity of intention. maintain intricacy down to the smallest elements. don’t contrive, and your work will endure.
22.3.97 bob dunay spoke today, as a candidate for the dean’s position. during his recitation of the dozens of nice reforms he’d like to implement, it occurred to me
that there are two distinct realms to consider: one, the ideal, in which it is proposed that my classmates & i meet weekly, independently of our instructor, and
thoughtfully critique each other’s work - in which bob dunay suggests that students be familiar with distant cultures & times, and make decisions about their work
based on their well-developed ethical standards. and then there’s reality in which my 24- by 36-inch competition board repulses me, and my classmates and i eat at
taco bell pretty often. sometimes the two collide, or coincide harmoniously, and those are the moments when life is Life. fortunately, we come equipped with the
stamina required to get to those moments, and the will to increase their frequency of occurrence. 24.3.97 if we are able to widen our spectrum of vision (chronologically)/expand our field of consideration as architects, as people, the temptation to build cheaply & “efficiently” to temporarily entertain will disappear. 29.3.97 heroes
aren’t flawless - it is the intensity of their inner struggles which compels us to admire them. 7.3.97 the nineties simply aren’t as awkwardly destructive architecturally - as the previous two or three decades, but we have a lot of possibly permanent damage to deal with now. i want to find some way to help. 30.3.97
which is preferable - to pack in life experience before turning twenty, or to bring more of that foregone naivete into one’s third decade.
¨ i´ don’t claim omniscience or
even any highly exceptional level of insight, but it’s true i’ve seen and considered a myriad of phenomena, and the experience is an inexorable component of my being.
14.2.97 last night i had the most memorable architectural dream i ever had: glass & masonry layers fused at an angle on to the back of a row of aged german town
houses. it could be my thesis if i knew exactly where the hell it was... 29.1.97 my thesis should and shall derive from the spring of my history, asheville, north
carolina. thomas wolfe is going to see me through. 7.2.97 houses as characters in novels...: poe’s usher, anne rice’s purple & green haunt, “houses that deserve
names.” gatsby’s residence, tara, wuthering heights, howard’s end. 5.2.97 mom and dad acquired some unwanted card catalog cabinets today. i’m going to miss card
catalogs. there’s something horribly wrong with our behavior in 1997 that we are so disconnected from things tangible. 1.2.97 on the arbitrary manipulation of the
golden section to satisfy a program: if you’re writing a book report on the great gatsby, & you think it would be cool if gatsby moved to atlantic
city & opened a pool hall, you can’t just start writing about how he did go to atlantic city & what kind of house he lived in there. there’s room for creativity in
a book report, but it remains an allusion to something preexistent and established. 22.1.97 why try to propel strangers toward specific epiphanies?
accommodate them neutrally, and subtly uplift. 22.1.97 as i age, it becomes more evident to me that any good person is striving to make a positive impact on his
habitat during his short stay. all of my efforts to become edified are, ultimately, not made selfishly. 14.1.97 there are endless possibilities for happiness and
productivity on earth. it’s a bit difficult to accept that there won’t be time or means to enjoy them all, but comforting to know that no variety of true happiness or
real productivity is superior to another. 11.1.97 the study of philosophy is a vice, on a par with smoking and drinking. in moderation, it can enhance life experience,
but in excess it can render a being impotent. (also, i just finished a confederacy of dunces.) 28.4.97 when architects prescribe excessive numbers of ethereal
“experiences” to the users of their buildings, they in effect handicap their creations, limiting the scope of performance. substance of construction and simplicity
of lines & form are what give an edifice the power to survive history, to adapt to changes. like absolut ads versus where’s the beef. 7.4.97 there are several tenets
upon which i base most of my decisions. they haven’t really changed all that much in the past five years. perhaps that will seem unhealthy to some, but i
feel fortunate that i’ve been able to spend my time at cowgill refining and substantiating them. 31.3.97 i’m to a point where i feel comfortable distinguishing
right from wrong, mature from immature - in a theoretical sense, yet i frequently find it difficult to practice my honed judgement in reality. 14.1.97 i
must realize that not everyone has conditioned himself to be as intractable as i am. and it is, no doubt, my intractability which causes a great percentage of my social
strife. 24.2.97 charlotte smells like the eighties. je ne l’aime pas. 17.2.97 there will always be imperfections in me and in every individual i endeavor to know well.
when, in an acquaintance, the imperfections continue to be outweighed by the perfections, it’s remarkable. 9.2.97 order must derive from intuition. it can be related
only as readily as senses of friendship and senses of evil. 4.10.96 1991-1995: painful foray into the forest of potential convictions.... through formal education
and private conversations, pure philosophies of dead published guys have seeped into my consciousness, yet for the most part, my system naturally rejects them.
is it because i lack the capacity necessary to process them? or does the fact that i relish fiction and hold it in avast mental storage vault negate the possibility. all
the potence of language notwithstanding, there is a giant mass of knowledge which can not be processed thusly. we must self-know, and act. 5.9.96
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